
Ensure unsurpassed product quality and performance when you partner 

with the industry’s leader in flat die manufacturing and technology.

Benefits of Autoflex Technology

  Reduce gauge variation and increase product 
yield when paired with processor based gauging 
system

  Eliminate heat transfer between die body, lip, 
and translator block with heating unit isolated 
above the flexible lip die body

  Reduce operational adjustments with automatic 
mode allowing for more linear movement

  Achieve a balanced and repeated fast response 
with air cooling ported to each translator

  Fine manual tuning is possible with differential 
adjustment system

An Autoflex system uses thermal expansion and 

contraction of the lip adjusting unit to make finer 

adjustments to the flexible lip than are possible with 

strictly mechanical means. 

Each lip adjusting position is fitted with a block containing 

a heater and an air cooling path. Inherent in the system 

is complete manual override, so that the approximate 

gauge uniformity is established in the conventional 

manner before the thermal system is engaged. The 

thermal adjusting system utilizes an electrical source 

for each adjusting point to increase or decrease the 

temperature of the adjusting block, thereby changing the 

lip opening. 

1270mm (50”) Autoflex VI-R HRC100 FastGap™ Die

660mm (26”) Autoflex VI-R H40 Triple Manifold Die and Distribution Block

Autoflex Technology



Autoflex Design Features

  Low mass translators, which provide improved 
reaction time for both heating and cooling cycles

  Adjustments available on 21.0mm (0.827”), 
25.4mm (1.000”), or 28.6mm (1.125”) centers; 
additional spacing options available on request

  Stainless steel cover installed over adjustment 
system, preventing external drafts from 
influencing the adjustments and vapor residue 
from building up on adjusting components.

  Low profile, close approach to nip

  Parts that use working threads are replaceable

  Manual adjusting system can be provided with 
differential push/pull option

  Optional feature allows for system to be removed 
as a complete modular assembly

Installed on thousands of dies worldwide, the Autoflex 

automatic lip adjusting system is the premier technology 

for precisely controlling the thickness profile of the film 

and sheet. In addition to making possible higher quality, 

more accurate products, the Autoflex system can 

generate substantial raw material savings compared to 

conventional manual adjustment.

The simplicity of design and proven accuracy in 

production in the field makes Autoflex the world’s 

preferred automatic die bolt control system. 

Autoflex VI Design - Fixed Assembly

Autoflex VI-R Design - Modular Assembly

1950mm (77”) Autoflex VI-R H100 Triple Manifold Die  
& 3 Layer Distribution Block

Autoflex Technology
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